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SIDEBAR
Full benefits
of 806,000
members restored
The full GSIS benefits
of around 806,000
government employees
have been restored after
their respective agencies
signed memoranda
of agreement (MOAs)
with the GSIS to pay
their unremitted and
underpaid premium
contributions.
Ninety-seven
percent or 785,000 of
the beneficiaries came
from the Department of
Education (DepEd) as
a result of a tripartite
agreement between
the GSIS, DepEd, and
Department of Budget
and Management (See
related story on page 3).
Three percent
or 21,000 of the
beneficiaries came from
suspended agencies.
To page 2
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GSIS cancels policy
on loan suspension
Beginning July
2013, the GSIS will
no longer suspend
the loan privileges
of government
employees working
in agencies that are
delayed or deficient
in their premium
payments.
On April
25, the GSIS
PGM Vergara (extreme left) breaks the good news on the non-suspension of members’ loan
privileges to the editorial team of the Philippine Daily Inquirer in Makati City last May 7. Photo shows
Board approved
(from PGM’s left) business reporter Doris Dumlao, editor-in-chief Letty Jimenez-Magsanoc and
a new policy
columnist Neal Cruz.
that addressed
agencies’ non-remittance of premium
They may pay their premium delinquencies
contributions without resorting to suspension
in full; or restructure their arrearages
of loan privileges of its employees.
and commit to settling these through a
“It’s wrong that these employees lose their memorandum of agreement (MOA) with the
access to GSIS loan windows and dividends
GSIS; or upon payment of at least 90 percent
when their social insurance contributions are
of any three consecutive months’ premium
mandatorily deducted from their salaries,”
obligations beginning July 2013, sign an
said President and General Manager Robert G. undertaking to enter into a MOA with the GSIS
Vergara.
for the settlement of its premium deficiencies.
Section 6 of Republic Act 8291 or the GSIS
PGM Vergara explained that unless the
Act of 1997 provides that “ ... the employer
suspended agency pays its arrears in full or
shall deduct each month from the monthly
honors its obligation to pay under the terms
salary or compensation of each employee the
of the agreement, retirement benefits of
contribution payable by him...”
employees will be based on periods with paid
Suspended agencies may choose any of
premiums. However, the GSIS will still consider
three options to restore their regular status.
the total length of service in determining
To page 3
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Gov’t unions laud new policy
Four government workers’
groups commended GSIS’s
recent move to discontinue
the suspension of the loan
privileges of members
employed in agencies that
have been remiss in paying
GSIS contributions.
In separate commendation
letters, Public Services Labor
Independent Confederation
(PSLINK) and Basic Education
Sector Teachers Federation
(BESTFED) expressed strong
support to the new policy,
which will take effect in July
2013.
Annie E. Enriquez-Geron,
PSLINK general secretary,
said the workers’ alliance
will “certainly spread the
information and mobilize
local affiliates in all regions to
support this endeavor.”

PSLINK is an umbrella
organization of over 80,000
employees belonging
to national government
agencies, local government
units, state universities and
colleges, and government-

among government employees
make both ends meet,” Benjie
A. Valbuena, president of
the Alliance of Concerned
Teachers (ACT) and Manila
Public School Teachers’
Association (MPSTA) said
upon hearing the news.
Similarly, Teachers’ Dignity
Coalition (TDC) chairperson
Benjo G. Basas commended
the new GSIS management
for hearing out its members’
plea to spare them from the
iniquities of their employers.
“Maraming salamat
sa dramatic improvement
sa pagtrato sa aming mga
miyembro. Nakikinig na ang
GSIS ngayon sa aming mga
miyembro at kinukunsidera
na ang aming opinion. Sana
ay magpatuloy pa ito,” Basas
said. maj/cipbp

their loan privileges as GSIS
members in times of need.”
BESTFED consists of
public elementary and
highschool teachers.
“This is a welcome
development because public

“Maraming salamat sa dramatic improvement
sa pagtrato sa aming mga miyembro. Nakikinig
na ang GSIS ngayon sa aming mga miyembro
at kinukunsidera na ang aming opinion. Sana
ay magpatuloy pa ito ...” - Teachers’Dignity
Coalition chairperson Benjo G. Basas
owned and -controlled
corporations.
Violeta P. Fernandez,
BESTFED vice president, said,
“Teachers in the public sector
can now breathe a sigh of
relief as they can make use of

schoolteachers heavily
depend on GSIS loans to
pay for the schooling of their
children. We are so glad
that the new GSIS Board is
implementing reforms in their
policies to help small earners

GSIS

Full benefits . . . from page 1
“Once government agencies enter into MOAs, their employees’
premium deficiencies will be paid, leading to correct computation of
their GSIS benefits,” GSIS President and General Manager Robert G.
Vergara said.
Since 2011, a total of 129 government agencies have signified
their intention to pay their financial obligations through MOAs. These
include line agencies, local government units, local water districts, and
public schools.
Among the suspended agencies, the Philippine Postal Corporation
holds the rank with the highest number of employees, over 12,000,
whose suspended benefits were lifted through the MOA signing. cipbp
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As of April this year, the GSIS has refunded a total of Php487.82 million to more
than 93,000 active and retired employees of the Department of Education (DepEd),
which represents the payment of premium contributions pertaining to the government
share that was previously deducted from the life insurance benefits of said employees.

REFUND

GSIS refunds P488M to DepEd workers
The refund was made possible after
the GSIS received the payment of the
Department of Budget and Management
(DBM) amounting to Php3.46 billion, half
of the total Php6.92 billion in unpaid
compulsory premium contributionsgovernment share of more than
800,000 teaching and nonteaching
DepEd employees from 1 July 1997 to
31 December 2010.
“The settlement formed part of
a milestone agreement signed in
September last year between the
GSIS, DBM, and DepEd, which finally
addressed the chronic issue on the
non-remittance of premiums affecting
the right of DepEd workers to avail
themselves of their full GSIS benefits
while in service and upon their
retirement,” PGM Vergara said.

Those
covered by the
refund were
employees
whose cash
surrender value
(amount paid to
the policyholder
“The settlement ... finally
upon separation
addressed
the chronic issue on
from the
the
non-remittance
of premiums
service) or
affecting the right of DepEd
maturity benefit
workers to avail themselves of
(benefit payable
their full GSIS benefits...”
upon maturity of
- GSIS PGM Robert Vergara
the endowment
Source: www.pinasnewsfeed.wordpress.com
policy) were deducted premiums-inarrears for due months July 1997 to
(UMID) eCards, while for those without
December 2010.
eCard, it will be released through checks.
The refund will be released through
For questions, call the GSIS Contact
the employees’unified multipurpose ID
Center at 847-4747. midt
GSIS

GSIS cancels . . . from page
the eligibility of members to retirement,
or a minimum of 15 years.
Meanwhile, delinquent agencies,
which are those that fail to remit at
least 90 percent of the mandatory
premium contributions for a due month
(10th day of the following month)
or comply with the terms of their
agreement, will receive the appropriate
demand letter and a subsequent notice
of default from the GSIS if the amounts
remain unpaid.

These notices will remind agencies
that the GSIS has not received the
prescribed amount for the due month
and that their continued non-payment
will reduce their employees’ entitlements,
adversely affecting their loanable
amounts and retirement benefits.
The GSIS will also coordinate with
agency authorized officers and heads of
employees’ union and personnel office
to inform them on the failure of their
agencies to remit the required payments.

“We enlist our members’ cooperation
to ensure that the mandatory premium
obligations and other amounts due the
pension fund are remitted to the System
to guarantee they receive the correct
level of benefits,” PGM Vergara said.
This latest policy forms part of the
continuing efforts of the Board and
Management to provide a more memberfocused and responsive service to its
more than 1.4 million active members.
maj
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GSIS memorial planholders
may file for refund

The GSIS has announced that its
memorial planholders may opt to
convert their plans to cash not lower
than the contract price until 31 August

2013.
Under the GSIS Enhanced Optional Exit Mechanism
(EOEM), planholders may refund their cash payments
PROTECTING THE INTEREST
depending on the type of their memorial plan.
OF MEMORIAL PLANHOLDERS
The GSIS said EOEM is being implemented to protect
the planholders from memorial servicing problems that
may arise in the future, adding that the cash refund will enable the planholders to
pay for their other expenses.
Holders of the GSIS Genesis Flexi Plan may refund 150 percent of the plan’s
contract price; those of Genesis Plus Plan may refund 125 percent; and Genesis
Plan and Genesis Special Plan, 100 percent.
Interested planholders must bring to the nearest GSIS branch office the fully
accomplished application form; original and photocopy of the memorial plan
agreement or affidavit of loss; original and photocopy of the planholders’ two
valid government-issued IDs; and certificate of full payment, if any.
According to the GSIS, once planholders avail of EOEM, their memorial
plans will be automatically terminated.
Application forms are available at any GSIS branch office or may be
downloaded from the GSIS website at www.gsis.gov.ph.
For further clarification on the exit mechanism, planholders may call the
GSIS Contact Center at 847-4747. cipbp
GSIS

LOAN PROGRAM

Educational loan reopened

The GSIS has reopened its educational assistance
window to all active members who did not avail of
the 2012 GSIS Educational Assistance Program.
“Under the educational aid program, GSIS lends
a helping hand to members by defraying their
children’s education expenses,” PGM Vergara said.
Active members, regardless of salary grade, may
apply for the financial aid amounting to Php4,000.
The loan carries a six percent interest rate and does
not require any approval from the employer.
The member will start paying a Php20 monthly
amortization three months after the loan is granted.
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The GSIS launched the new loan program last
year following the Labor Day announcement of
President Aquino, which directed both the GSIS and
SSS to establish an educational assistance fund for
their stakeholders.
More than 600,000 state workers have availed
of the educational loan in 2012. The GSIS has
released over Php2.45 billion.
Loan applications forms may be obtained from
any GSIS office or from the GSIS website at www.
gsis.gov.ph. For inquiries, call the GSIS Contact
Center at 847-4747. cipbp
GSIS

CONSULTATIVE
“The new GSIS is more
consultative, transparent, and
member-focused.”
This was the statement
of GSIS Chairman Daniel
L. Lacson Jr. during the
stakeholders’ dialogue held
in Malolos, Bulacan, before
a crowd of more than 400
attendees consisting of
members, pensioners, and
heads of teachers’ and
retirees’ organizations.
Lacson said that upon
assumption into office, the
Board immediately looked into
the pension fund’s policies,
programs, and services
to “make them memberfriendly.”

GSIS execs update members,
pensioners on key reforms
In his presentation, PGM
Robert G. Vergara reported
that since 2010, the GSIS
has been implementing a
host of reforms to achieve
the ultimate goal of service
responsiveness.
He said these include
the increased minimum
basic pension of Php5,000
for old-age and disability
pensioners starting January
this year; relaxed entitlement
requirement for survivorship
pension, which now allows
surviving spouses of
deceased members to receive
pension even if they are
receiving income and pension
from other institutions;

and removal of the Annual
Renewal of Active Status
(ARAS) as a requirement to
determine the status of local
pensioners.
The GSIS also deployed
750 additional GSIS Wireless
Automated Processing System
(GW@PS) kiosks nationwide

to bring its services closer to
members, and reengaged the
government depository bank,
LANDBANK, as an additional
service partner.
“In times of calamity, we
made our emergency loan
program more affordable
by reducing the interest
rate from eight
to six percent,
waiving the
one percent
service
fee, and
extending
the grace
period
of the
GSIS Chairman Daniel L. Lacson Jr. and PGM Robert G. Vergara honor
Bulacan’s two oldest state pensioners during the dialogue.
To page 7

GSIS conducts dialogue
with PNR unions
GSIS Trustee Mario J. Aguja engaged officials
and employees of the Philippine National Railways
(PNR) in a dialogue held at the PNR office in
Manila last April.
Trustee Aguja provided updates on the
reforms implemented by the Board and
Management to officials and employees of
the PNR in line with its commitment to be
consultative, transparent, and member-focused.
Edgar P. Bilayon, president of the Bagong
Kapisanan ng mga Manggagawa sa PNR,
organized the dialogue, which was also attended
by members of the United Transport Workers
Organization. palt
GSIS
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Compulsory life insurance
for GSIS members
There are two types of compulsory life insurance
coverages for GSIS members: the Life Endowment
Policy (LEP) and the Enhanced Life Policy (ELP).
1. The GSIS started with the LEP program. Designed to
provide members life insurance coverage while
still in active service, the LEP provides maturity
benefits to policyholders upon reaching the maturity
of their policy.
2. ELP, on the other hand, took effect last August 1,
2003. The following members are covered under this
program:
- Those who entered the service starting August 1,
2003;
- Those whose policies matured on or after July
31, 2003, and who will continue to be active
members after the maturity date; and
- Those who opted or will opt to convert their LEP
into ELP.
ELP provides an automatic yearly insurance coverage
to new members of GSIS based on their monthly
compensation. The objective of ELP is to provide an
enhanced death benefit for the member’s family.
The following are the policy features of LEP and ELP:
Particular

LEP

Implementation
Date

Up to July 31, 2003
Age Bracket

Plan Type

Amount
of Insurance
(AOI)

ELP
August 1, 2003
onwards

Insurance Yearly
Plan Renewable
Term Insurance

30 yrs old and below
E-45
31-40 years old
E-55
41-59 years old
E-65
60 years and above
OL
1. Insurance Plan
2. Age at Issue
3. Basic Salary
An Insurance Factor is
applied to the annual salary to
get the AOI

Last monthly salary
x
12
x
1.5

Policy Loan

50% of the cash value

90% of the
termination value

Maturity Value

Original amount of insurance
plus supplementaries

Not applicable

Dividends

Based on the policy reserves *

Reserves represent the ideal amount that must be set aside for the policy to provide the
promised benefits.
Termination value represents the value earned by ELP, which accumulates at a rate
equivalent to 25 percent for every monthly life insurance premium due and paid in full.
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FAQs about
your dividends
1. When does GSIS give dividends?
According to Section 25 of RA 8291, the GSIS Act
of 1997, “An annual dividend may be granted to
all members of the GSIS whose life insurance is in
force for at least one (1) year in accordance with a
dividend allocation formula to be determined by the
GSIS.”
2.Who are entitled/qualified to receive
dividends?
Only members with active policies are entitled to
dividends. The following are not entitled to dividends:
1. Members whose policies (LEP) matured during
the year;
2. Members whose policies lapsed during the year;
3. Members whose policies were terminated due
to death, retirement or separation from service
during the year;
4. Members who have defaulted in their salary and
consolidated loans for at least twelve (12) months
and/or have unpaid premiums for at least twelve
(12) months as of the date of reckoning; and
3. Is the grant of dividends dependent
on the financial performance of the
fund?
Yes. The grant of dividends is dependent on the
financial performance of the Social Insurance
Fund. The amount of dividends declared for the
compulsory life insurance policyholders in 2012
is P 930 million, an increase of almost 14 percent
over the P 818 million declared the previous year.

BRINGING SERVICES CLOSER TO MEMBERS

GSIS opens service desk
in Siquijor

SVP Dionisio Ebdane Jr. of VisMin Operations (third from left) leads the launching of a GSIS service
desk in Siquijor. Others in the photo are (from left) Nelson Ponce de Leon, Information Technology (IT)
officer, Cebu; Jorge Alejandro, staff assistant, Membership Department, VisMin; Dumaguete Branch
Office personnel, namely, Mercedes Enriquez, manager; Mary Jane Javier, division chief; and Eliqueen
Orano, staff officer; and Elmer Baguio, manager, Membership Department, VisMin.

The almost two-hour boat ride to
Dumaguete Branch Office is now a thing
of the past for the 2,316 members and
816 pensioners after the GSIS opened
a service desk at the Siquijor Provincial
Capitol in April.
Every third Thursday and Friday of the
month, GSIS members and pensioners
may visit the service desk to enroll for a
UMID eCard or pick up their card; claim their
checks; file for loan or claim; request tentative
computation; or inquire about their GSIS
transactions.
Representatives may also schedule home
visits for disabled members and pensioners.
The GSIS has likewise set up two GSIS
Wireless Automated Processing System
(GW@PS) kiosks at the Siquijor Provincial
Capitol and one in Lazi, Siquijor, to complement
the service desk.
The GW@PS is a facility that allows
members and pensioners to check their records
and apply for loans online.
The launch of the service desk was part of
GSIS Dumaguete’s 39th anniversary celebration.

wrll
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GSIS execs . . . from page 5
first payment of monthly
amortization to three months.”
PGM Vergara said that
because of the wider networks
of GW@PS kiosks across
the country, the pension
fund tripled its processing
efficiency for emergency
loans, which peaked at
50,000 applications daily at
the height of typhoon Pablo
last year compared to 17,000
applications during typhoon
Ondoy .
On investments, Chairman

Lacson assured the group that
“your funds are safe in the
GSIS.”
He said that one of the
initial actions of the current
Board and Management was
the redemption of foreign
funds under the Global
Investment Program (GIP) and
its reinvestment into the local
economy in 2011.
As a result of the redemption of
funds under the GIP, income from
investments rose by more than 81
percent to reach Php32.7 billion.

The GSIS has also
transferred the management
of its 300 artworks to the
National Museum last
October, including the
controversial Parisian Life of
Juan Luna.
“We have stopped
the purchase of art as an
investment. Our investments
should meet the requirements
of liquidity, safety or security,
and yield,” PGM Vergara said.
During the program, key
officials of the GSIS also

paid tribute to the oldest
pensioners in Bulacan,
namely, 98-year-old
Romulo Villavicencio and
Bonifacio Vicencio. They also
awarded checks to members
representing their refund for
various life insurance benefits.
Also present at the dialogue
were GSIS Trustee Mario J.
Aguja; former Bulacan Governor
and now PostMaster General
Josefina dela Cruz; and Schools
Division Superintendent Romeo
Alip. maj
GSIS
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GSP attracts
5,700 applicants

PARTNERSHIPS

GSIS hosts Asian Forum. The Government Service Insurance System
hosted the 35th Technical Committee Meeting of Asian Forum Inc. (AFI) on 6-7
May 2013. The Forum (formerly ASEAN Forum G-G Inc.) was established to foster
closer cooperation among ASEAN members, particularly in the area of insurance.
Above photo shows GSIS PGM Robert G. Vergara (extreme right), concurrent
AFI director, joined by AFI delegates,namely (from left), Nazri Wong Abdullah,
underwriting manager, AFI (ETIQA, Malaysia); Noorizam Mohd Noorudin, member,
technical committee (ETIQA, Malaysia); Gloria Georgina DJ Jota, member, technical
committee (GSIS); and Erwin Noekman, principal officer, AFI (JASINDO, Indonesia).
maj
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Philippine Civil Service Month

More than 5,700 GSIS members have applied
for the GSIS Scholarship Program (GSP) since its
launch in March 2013.
The GSP seeks to help GSIS members,
especially those with the lowest annual basic
salary in the government pay scale, to send their
children to colleges and universities that provide
quality education.
A chosen GSIS scholar is entitled to tuition
and miscellaneous fees up to Php20,000 and a
monthly stipend of Php2,000.
A total of 200 scholarship
slots are available this year.
The qualified scholars will be
announced by July 2013.
dms
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Manila City Library Administrative
Aide Ma. Carmen Masanque has
found a helping hand in sending
her daughter, Patricia, to college
through the GSIS Scholarship
Program.

CSC, GSIS gear up for biggest fun run

PGM Vergara and CSC Chairman Francisco T. Duque III headed the
signing of the memorandum of agreement for the pre-employment
tests that the CSC will develop for the state pension fund, an
initiative that the partner-agencies forged prior to the fun run.
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The Civil Service Commission
(CSC), together with the GSIS, is
in the thick of preparations for the
biggest fun run that it will ever
assemble so far. The fun run is
scheduled on September 7 at the
Quirino Grandstand, Rizal Park in
Manila.
About 15,000 government
employees and private citizens
are expected to join the event.
Proceeds of the fun run will
be donated to the Pondong
Pamanang Lingkod-Bayan, a
program that provides financial

assistance and scholarship to kins
of public servants who died in the
line of duty.
The CSC is organizing the
fun run in line with the 113th
anniversary celebration of the
Philippine Civil Service, which
carries the theme “Tatak Lingkod
Bayani: Isabuhay, Ipagmalaki,
Ipagbunyi.”cipbp
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